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Approximate decompositions of certain contractions 
PEI Y U A N WU 
In this paper we obtain an approximate decomposition-for contractions the 
outer factors of whose characteristic functions admit scalar multiples. We show that 
such a contraction is quasi-similar to the direct sum of its C.X and C.0 parts. This 
class of operators includes, among other things, weak contractions and Cj. contrac-
tions with at least one defect index finite. In particular, our result generalizes the 
C , - C u decomposition for weak contractions. Applying this to C1. contractions, 
we obtain that any Cj. contraction with at least one defect index finite is completely 
injection-similar to an isometry. As consequences, we are able to characterize, among 
Cx. contractions, those which are cyclic, have commutative commutants or satisfy 
the double commutant property. 
In Section 1 below we first fix the notation and review some basic facts needed 
in the subsequent discussions. Then in Section 2 we prove the approximate decom-
position and some of its consequences. In Section 3 we restrict ourselves to CX. 
contractions. 
1. Preliminaries. In this paper all the operators are acting on complex, separable 
Hilbert spaces. We will use extensively the contraction theory of S Z . - N A G Y and 
FOIA§. The main reference is their book [8]. 
Let T be a contraction on the Hilbert space H. Denote by D r = r a n (I-T*T)1/2 
and D r * = ran (/— 7T*) l / 2 the defect spaces and d x = r a n k (I-T*T)U* and dTt = 
= rank (/— TT*)LLZ the defect indices of T. T is completely non-unitary (c.n.u.) if 
there exists no non-trivial reducing subspace on which T is unitary. T is of class Ca . 
(resp. C.i) if Tnx++ 0 (resp. T*"X-H- 0) for any X^O; T is of class C0. (resp. C.G) 
if T"x—Q (resp. T*"x-*0) for any x. C^=CA.F\C.P for a , j ? = 0 , 1 . Let T= 
= be the canonical triangulation of type j ^ 1 * j on H — H ^ H ^ . If 
T is c.n.u., then this triangulation corresponds to the canonical factorization 0T= 
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= 026>! of the characteristic function {® r , £>T,, 0T(A)} of T, where {®T, g , 
@i(A)} and {5, 0 2 W } are the outer and inner factors of 0T, respectively. 
Moreover, the characteristic functions of 7\ and T2 are the purely contractive parts 
of and 02, respectively. For c.n.u. T, we will consider its functional model, that is, 
consider T being defined on the space H=[H2(1>Tt)®ATL2(X>T)]Q {0Tw®ATw: 
DT)} by T(J®g)=P(e"f®ei'g), where AT=(I-0*T0T)112 and P denotes 
the (orthogonal) projection onto H. Then and H2 can be represented as 
= {02u®v: u£H2(%), j;6^TL2(Dr)}© {0Tw®ATw: w£H2(DT)} 
and 
H2 = [H\2>Tt)Q02H*(m®{0}. 
A contractive analytic function (D, X>+, 0(X)} is said to admit the scalar mul-
tiple <5 (A) if <5 (/) ^ 0 is a scalar-valued analytic function and there exists a contrac-
tive analytic function {I),, £>, i2(A)} such that Q(X)0().)=d(X)Iv and 0(X)Q(X) = 
=S(X)Ix>t for all X in D={X: |A|<1}. 
For an arbitrary operator T on H, let {T}', {T}" and Alg T denote its commu-
tant, double commutant and the weakly closed algebra generated by T and I. Let 
Lat T, Lat "T and Hyperlat T denote the lattices of invariant subspaces, bi-invariant 
subspaces and hyperinvariant subspaces of T, respectively. Let pT denote the mul-
tiplicity of T, that is, the least cardinal number of a subset K of H for which H= 
= V T"K. T is cyclic if ¿iT= 1. For operators 7 \ and T2 on H1 and H2, respectively, 
nSO 
Ti<T2 (resp. 7 \ -<T 2 ) denotes that there exists an injection X: H1^H2 (resp. an 
injection X: H1—H2 with dense range, called quasi-affinity) such that T2X=XT1. 
ci 
TX<T2 denotes that there exists a family {A^} of injections Xa\ H1-*H2 such that 
H2 = \J XaH1 and T2Xa=XaTx for each a. Tx and T2 are quasi-similar (Tx ~ T 2 ) if 
<* i i i 
TX<T2 and T2<Tt\ they are injection-similar ( 7 \ - T 2 ) if TX<T2 and T2<TX-, 
ci ci ci 
they are completely injection-similar (T1 - T2) if T1<T2andT2-<T1. Note that 
Ti-<T2 implies that 
2. Approximate decomposition. We start with the following major result. 
[T Xl 
Q1 T\ H=Hi®H2 
be the canonical triangulation of type j ^ 1 ^ j. If the characteristic function of 7\ 
admits a scalar multiple, then T~TX®T2. Moreover, if T is c.n.u., then there exist 
quasi-affinities Y: H-*H1@H2 and Z.HX@H2-~H which intertwine T and Tr@T2 
and such that YZ=8(TX®T2) and ZY=5(T) for some outer function <5. 
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P r o o f . Let T—U®T' be decomposed as the direct sum of a unitary opera-
tor U and a c.n.u. contraction T'. Let T' = 1 *,J be of type j ^ ' 1 * j . Then 
U 0 0 
T = 0 T[ * 
0 0 T'2 
where ^ is of class C . t and T2 is of class C.0 . Hence by the uniqueness of the 
canonical triangulation, we have T1—U®T'1 and T2=T2 (cf. [8], p. 73). Note that 
the characteristic functions of Tx and T[ coincide. Therefore the characteristic func-
tion of T[ also admits a scalar multiple. If we can show that T' — Ti®T2, then T— 
= U® T' ~ U® T[ © T2 = 7 \ © T2. Hence without loss of generality, we may assume that 
T is c.n.u. As remarked before, we can consider the functional model of T. Let <5 
be an outer scalar multiple of 0X (cf. [8], p. 217) and let {5," & W } be a contractive 
analytic function such that Q01—5lts and 01(2=<>/%. Define the operator S: 
H2-Hx by S(w©O) = P(O©(-zl r T i20*w)) for u®0£H2. Note that 
Q®(-ATQ0*2u) is orthogonal to H2 and therefore i , ( 0 © ( — A T i 2 0 2 u ) ) is indeed 
in H j . 
We first check that 7 ,1S-ST2=<5(7'1)Ar. Note that for u®0£H2, we have 
r 2 ( « © 0 ) = (e" U®O)-(0tW®AtW)-(02U'®V') = 
= (e"u-0Tw-02u')®(-ATw-v') = (e" u — 0Tw — @ 2 u ' ) © 0 
for some w£H2(T>T) and 02u'Qv'^H^, where the last equality follows from the 
fact that T2(U®0)£H2. Moreover, X(u®O)=02u'®v'. Hence 
{ T j S - S T M u ® 0) = 
= T1P(O®(—ATQ02u))—S(<iei'u — 0Tw — 02u,)®O) = 
= P(O®(-eitATQ0iu))-P(O®(-ATQ0Z(e"u-0Tw-02u'))) = 
= P(O®(-ATQ0t0Tw-ATQ0%02u')) = P(0®(-AT5w-ATQu')). 
On the other hand, 
¿(r^AXuffiO) = d(T1)(02u'®v') = P(6Q2u'®dv') = P(0TQu'®5v') = 
= ^ ( 0 — i2u'))-
Since -ATw-v'=Q, we obtain that T^-ST^SiT^X as asserted. 
Let F = tf-tfi©//, and H1®HA^H, where V 
is the operator which appears in the triangulation of S(T) with respect to H1®H2: 
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= JQ^1^ ¿(7^] - coroplete the proof in several steps. In each step the first 
statement is proved. 
(i) Y T H T & T J Y . 
RD(TJ 5 1 ^ XI RSVJT! ¿(TJX+STII 
Y T = l o /Jlo r j - l 0 r2 J = 
r T ^ T J 7 \ 5 i r7 \ O i f d i T J 5 l 
= 1 o r2J = lo r j l o = 
(ii) Z(T1®T2) = TZ. S ince 
B{T)T - Q ¿ ( j y J [ 0 r j ~ I 0 «5{T2)T2 ] ~ 
= T M T ) = F 1 P 5 ^ V 1 = \ T l H T d T i V + X S<-T*>] 
K ) l o r j l o 8(T2) J I 0 T25(T2) J ' 
we have <5 (TL)X+ VT2=T1V+X8 (T2). F rom TJ.S-ST^DIT^X we obta in tha t 
TXS—ST2+VT2=T1V+XD (T2). A simple computation using this relation shows 
t h a t Z(T1(BT2) = TZ. 
(iii) ZY=5(T). 
r / F - S i r ^ ) 5 1 r 5 { T l ) S + K - 5 1 
Z F = l o 5(T2)\ I 0 L\ = I 0 D(T2) J = ^ 
(iv) yZ=<5(7,1®7,2). Since 
rfOV) K - S i r s c r o ¿ ( r 1 ) ( K - 5 ) + S 5 ( r 2 ) i 
1 0 / J l o 5(T2)\ ~ I 0 D(T2) J ' 
to complete the proof, it suffices to show that ¿(7 , 1 ) (F-5)+5<5(7 , 2 )=0. Note that 
YT=(T1ET2)Y implies that 7<5(r)=<5(7 ,1©7 ,2)r. But 
Y 5 { T ) = [ 0 / J l o <5(7^ = I 0 ¿(TV) J 
and 
IT i ( y r *J-rr » ¿ ( / y J L 0 / J L O ¿ ( l y 
We conclude that 5 (7\)K+ 5<5 (r2)=<5 (7\)5 as asserted. 
(v) Y and Z are quasi-affinities. Since 5 is outer, <5(7\) and S(T2) are quasi-af-
finities (cf. [8], p. 118). It can be easily checked that Y and Z are also quasi-affinities. 
It is interesting to contrast the preceding result with [14], Theorem 1, where 
the problem when T is similar to TI®T2 was considered. Here we make a weaker 
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assumption to obtain a (necessarily) weaker conclusion. Indeed, the intertwining 
operators Y and Z constructed here are closely related to the invertible intertwining 
operator appearing in the proof of [14], Theorem 1. 
[T XI q 1 be as in Theorem 2.1. Assume that T is 
c.n.u. Then Lat Lat (7 \©r 2 ) , L a t " r ^ L a t " ( 7 \ © r 2 ) and Hyperlat Ts=Hy-
perlat (TxffiTa). 
P r o o f . Let Y and Z be the operators constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
For K€LatT and Z.€Lat (7\ffir2) , consider the mappings K-YK and L-ZL. 
It is easily checked that they are inverses to each other and preserve the lattice oper-
ations. Hence L a t T s i L a t i r i f f i r a ) . To complete the proof, it suffices to show that 
(i) K£ha.t"T implies that YK£Lat" iTx®T2) and (ii) Hyperlat T implies that 
YKd Hyperlat (T1®T2). Then by a symmetric argument we also obtain that Z.6 
£Lat " ( ^ © T a ) and L£ Hyperlat (T^T^ imply that Z L £ Lat" T and Z L € 
€ Hyperlat T, respectively. 
To prove (i), let S<= {T^T^}". We first check that ZSYe{T}". Indeed, YVZ£ 
6{^i©3"2}' for any Ve {T}'. Hence ZSYVZ=ZYVZS=5(T) VZS=VS (T)ZS= 
— VZ5 (Tx © T2)S—VZSS (Ti © T2) = VZSYZ. It follows that ZSYV=VZSY, 
and therefore ZSY£{T)" as asserted. Since A^Lat" T, we have ZSYKQK. 
Hence YZSYKQYK. But YZSYK= <5(7\©T 2 )SYK=SYS (T)K= SYK. We con-
clude that SYK^YK which shows that iX€Lat" (7\ffiT2). An analogous but 
easier argument than above shows that (ii) is also true. This completes the proof. 
[ T XI o r I be 
as in Theorem 2.1. Then there exist bi-
invariant subspaces Kx and K2 of T such that K1\/K2=H, A ^ H A ^ {0}, T\KX is of 
class C u and T\K2 is of class C . 0 . Moreover, Kx and K2 can be chosen such that 
K1=H1 and T\K2~T2. 
P r o o f . As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we may assume that T is c.n.u. Let Y 
and Z be the operators constructed there, and let Kl—Z(H1 © 0) and K2=Z(0®H2). 
Then Kls /£2£Lat"7\ K2=H and ^1flA:2 = {0} by Corollary 2.2. From the 
definition of Z, it is easily seen that On the other hand, since Z | 0 © / / 2 : 
0®H 2 -»K 2 and Y\K2:K2-0®H2 are quasi-affinities which intertwine OffiT^ 
and T\K2, we have T\K2~T2. Moreover, it is easy to check that in this case T\K2 
must also be of class C . 0 , completing the proof. 
[T> J ' l rQ * 1 q 1 ^„J is the type [q° J canonical triangulation 
of the contraction T and if the characteristic function of T'2 admits a scalar multiple, 
then, by considering T*, we obtain results analogous to Theorem 2.1 and Corol-
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laries 2.2. and 2.3. Also note that weak contractions and C2 . contractions with dT<<=° 
(cf. Lemma 3.2. below) are among the operators satisfying the assumption of The-
orem 2.1. When applied to weak contractions, Theorem 2.1 yields the following result 
which has been obtained before in [15]. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.4. Let T be a c.n.u. weak contraction and let 7\ and T[ be its C u 
and C0 parts. Then Tx~T®Ti. 
[ T XI f T' X1 Q1 r j and T ^ J q 1 j /J be the triangulations of types 
[o' 1 C ] anC^ [o° C ] ' R E S P E C T I V E , Y - ^ ' n c e ^ characteristic functions of Tx 
and T'2 admit scalar multiples (cf. [8], p. 325 and p. 217), by Theorem 2.1 and the 
remark above we have T^T^T-T'^T^. Note that Tx and T'2 are of class C u 
and T2 and T[ are of class C0 , it is routine to check that Tt~T2 and T2~T'X (cf. 
proof of [15], Theorem 1). Hence T~TX®T[ as asserted. 
Note that Corollary 2.2. generalizes the corresponding results for L a t ' T and 
Hyperlat T when T is a c.n.u. weak contraction with finite defect indices (cf. [18], 
Corollary 4.2. and [17], Theorem 3). Indeed, in this case Lat 'Tss La t" (7 \© T2)= 
L a t , / r i ® L a t , T 2 s L a t / T 1 8 L a t ' T i = L a t ' ' ( : r i © r i ) and similarly for Hyperlat T, 
where T[ denotes the C0 part of T. 
As for Corollary 2.3, it generalizes the C 0 —C u decomposition for c.n.u. weak 
contractions (cf. [8], pp. 331—332). To verify this, we have to show that, in the con-
text of Corollary 2.3, if T is a c.n.u. weak contraction, then T\K2 is the C0 part of T. 
Since T\KZ~T2 is of class C0 , we have K2QH[={xeH: T"x^0 as On 
the other hand, since T^TlH'^T^ (cf. proof of Corollary 2.4), we have T\K2~ 
Note that (cf. [8], p. 332). Hence T[ is a weak C0 contraction. 
Let W:H[-*K2 be a quasi-affinity intertwining T[ and T\K2 and let V: 
be the restriction of the identity operator. Then VW is an injection in {T[}'. We 
infer from [1], Corollary 2.8 that VW is a quasi-affinity. It follows that K2=H[ 
whence T\K2 is the C0 part of T. 
3. Cv contractions. In this section we restrict ourselves to contractions with 
at least one defect index finite. We will show that they are completely injection-similar 
to isometries and characterize various algebras of operators associated with them. We 
start with the following lemma. 
L e m m a 3.1. Let T be a c.n.u. Cx. contraction with dT=dT*<°°. Then T is 
of class Cu. 
P r o o f . Since T is of class Cv, its characteristic function {D r , X)^, 0T(A)} 
is a *-outer function. Hence 0T(X)*: X)r has dense range for all A in D (cf. 
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[8], p. 191). We conclude from the assumption dT=dT,< <=° that det 6T^0. By 
[8], Theorem VII. 6. 3 we infer that T is of class Cn. 
L e m m a 3.2. Let T be a C,. contraction with dT<°° and let T= J^1 ^ j 
be of type i^1 * 1. Then Tx and T2 are of classes Cn and C10, respectively. 
LO ^ -oJ 
P r o o f . Obviously, Tx is of class C u . As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we may 
assume that T isc.n.u.. Let T2 = * j be the triangulation of type ^ J . 
Note that T3 is of class C00. Indeed, since T2 is of class C.0 , we have T*2 = 
rT*n 0 1 = [* 3 T*n\Q s t r o ng1y- 11 follows that rs*n—0 strongly. Hence T3 is of class 
L 4 
C.0 and thus of class C00 . We have 
ï i * * 
T = 0 T3 * 
0 0 T, 
Let r = f J ] with the corresponding regular factorization 0 ^ = 0 3 0 ! , 
where {£> r, ®r»> 0 r ( A ) } is factored as the product of 0?, 0i(A)} and {<5, 
£>T.*, 0 3 (1)}. Since Tx and T3 are of classes C u and C00 , the purely contractive parts 
of 0X and 0 3 are outer and inner from both sides, respectively (cf. [8], p. 257). We 
deduce that dim D r . = d i m ft and dim ft = d i m £ r „ (cf. [8], p. 192). It follows 
that dim 35 r = dim D r * , that is, dr — dT.t. Note that J " is of class Clm 
and oo. Hence by Lemma 3.1, T' is of class C n . This implies that T3 is of 
class C.i , contradicting the fact that T3 is of class C00 . We conclude that T2 itself 
must be of class Cv and therefore of class C10. 
If T is a Cy contraction with c?T< then as shown above 7\ is of class C u 
and has finite defect indices. Hence its characteristic function admits a scalar mul-
tiple (cf. [8], p. 318) and therefore Theorem 2.1 is applicable. In particular, we have 
the following corollary.. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.3. Let T and S be CX. contractions with finite defect indices and let 
T = [ ^ * j and ^[Q1 ^ ] be the triangulations of type j ^ ' 1 * j . Then T~S if 
and only if T1~.S'i and T2~S2. 
P r o o f . The conclusion follows easily from the preceding remark and [22], 
Theorem 6. 
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L e m m a 3.4. Let T=U1®...®Up®Sq on 'H=L\E1)® ...®L2(Ep)®Hl, 
where E/s are Borel subsets of the unit circle satisfying 
=jE„^0, Uj denotes the operator of multiplication by e" on L2(Ej),i=l, ...,p, 
and Sq denotes the unilateral shift on H*. Then ¡xT=p-\-q. 
P r o o f . Let U=U1®...®Up. It is well known that nv=p and ¿us =q. 
Hence ¡iT ^ ¡.iv + ns =p + q. On the other hand, for almost all e" in Ep, consider 
Ht={h{eu):h£H}. "obviously, Ht=C"+q. We assume that N=pT< °° for other-
wise the assertion is trivial. Let K={h1, ..., hN} be a set of vectors in H such that 
H= V TkK. Then H={p1(T)h1+...+pN(T)hN:p1, ...,pN polynomials}-. We de-
k=0 
duce that Ht= {p^e") h^e")-^... +pN(e't)hN(e't): ft, ...,pN polynomials} - for almost 
all elt in Ep, that is, Ht is spanned by the set of N vectors {h±(e"), ...,hN (e'% 
Hence we must have p+q^N, and thus fiT=N=p+q. 
Now we are ready to show the complete injection-similarity of C±. contractions 
with isometries. The next theorem not only generalizes [20], Theorem 2.1 but the 
proof is much simpler. 
T h e o r e m 3.5. Let T be a Cv contraction with dT<°°. Then T is completely 
ci 
injection-similar to an isometry. If T is c.n.u., then U®Sm-„<.T<U®£,„_„, where 
m=dTt, n=dT, U denotes the operator of multiplication by e" on A TLl and Sm_„ 
denotes the unilateral shift on In particular, p-\-m—n^iJiT^p+2(m—n), 
where /;=/%. 
[T X1 q 1 j be the triangulation 
of type lY'1 * 1 with the corresponding factorization 0T=0201. By the remark L0 C.oJ 
before Corollary 3.3, we have T~Tt®T2. Note that 7 i , being of class C u , is 
quasi-similar to U on Aj}n=A^T*„ where A ^ I - 0 * © ^ (cf. [8], pp. 71—72). 
On the other hand, since the characteristic function of T2 is the purely contractive 
part of @2, we infer that dT=n—r and dT*=m—r for some r with O^r^n. 
ci 
Hence for the C10 contraction T2 we have Sm-„-<T2<Sm^„ (cf. [7], Theorem 3). 
ci 
We conclude that U© Sm _ „ -< T"-< f / © Sm _ „. Finally we verify the assertion concern-
ing i iT . Note that T-<C/ffi5m_„ imphes that n T ^f ive , s m _ n =p + m—n by Lemma 
3.4. On the other hand, we have nT=fiTl9T2SnTl + nT^p+2(m—ri) (cf. [10], 
Theorem 2). This completes the proof. 
Unfortunately, we are yet unable to show the uniqueness of the isometry com-
pletely injection-similar to T although its unitary part is indeed unique. This follows 
f rom the following lemma. 
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L e m m a 3.6. For 7 = 1 , 2 , lei V]=Uj@Sj be an isometry, where Us is a uni-
i 
tary operator and Sj is a unilateral shift. If Vx ~ V2, then U1^U2. 
P r o o f . Assume, that Vi=U1®S] is acting on Hj=KJ®Lj,j=\,2. Let X: 
H^H2 and Y: H2^-H1 be the injections which intertwine V1 and V2. We claim that 
XK±QK2. Indeed, for any x in Kx and x=U"yn for some y„<zK1. Hence 
Xx=XU\yn=XV"yn= V2Xyn g V2H2 for any rcfeO. It follows that Xx£ p) V\H2= 
i 11=0 
=K2, as asserted. Similarly, we have YK2QKt. Thus U1~U2. We conclude that 
Ut and U2 are unitarily equivalent to direct summands of each other (cf. [3], Lemma 
4.1). By the third test problem in [5], this implies that U 1 ^ U 2 . 
i 
We conjecture that if V1 ~ V2 and ¡iUt < oo then V1 s? V2. 
The next two theorems characterize those C±. contractions which are cyclic or 
have commutative commutants. Analogous results have been obtained before for 
C. o contractions (cf. [23], Theorems 1.3 and 1.5). 
T h e o r e m 3.7. Let T be a c.n.u. Cx. contraction with dT< Then the follow-
ing statements are equivalent: 
(1) T is cyclic-, 
(2) T is of class Cn and T~ME or T is ofclass C10 and T~S, where ME denotes 
the operator of multiplication by e" on L2(E), E being a Borel subset of the unit circle, 
and S denotes the simple unilateral shift. 
The proof is the same as the one for [20], Theorem 3.2. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.8, Let T be a c.n.u. contraction with i / r < 0 ° - If T is cyclic, 
so is T* but not conversely. 
P r o o f . If T is cyclic, then T~ME or T^S. Hence or T*~S*. 
In either case, T* is cyclic. The converse example is given by T=S®S (cf. [4], 
Problem 126). 
T h e o r e m 3.9. Let T be a c.n.u. Cx. contraction with Then the follow-
ing statements are equivalent: 
( 1 ) { R } ' = { I Y ; 
(2) T is of class Cn and T~ME or T is of class C10 and dT!f—dT= 1. 
P r o o f . (2)=*(1). If T is of class C u and T~ME, then obviously T is cyclic. 
Hence (1) follows from [9], Theorem 1. On the other hand, if T is of class C10 and 




T \ on H=H1®H2 be the triangulation of type 
10 
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Jq '1 * j . As proved in Theorem 3.5, 7 \ ~ i / , the operator of multiplication by 
e" o n ATL?n, a n d T2-<Sm_n, w h e r e m=dT, a n d n=dT. W e c o n s i d e r t h e f o l l o w i n g 
two cases: 
(1) If m=n, then T=TX is of class Cn by Lemma 3.1. Note that there are 
quasi-affinities Y: H-+ATL\ and Z : ATL\-*H which intertwine T and U and such 
that YZ=d(U) and ZY=5(T) for some outer function 6 (cf. [21], Lemma 2.1). 
It is easily verified that {T}'={T}" implies that {U}' = {U}". Therefore U is cyclic 
(cf. [6], §3) and so T~ME for some Borel subset E. 
(ii) If m*n, then there exist finitely many operators Zt: H*_n-»ATLl which 
intertwine Sm.„ and U and such that V ran Zi=ATL2n (cf. [2], pp. 299—300). Hence 
i 
there exist Yt \ H2--H1 which intertwine T2 and Tx and such that V r a n Yi=H1. i 
On the other hand, using Theorem 2.1 and the assumption {T}'={T}" we infer 
that {7\ © T2}' = © T2}". Thus any operator Y: H2^H1 which intertwines T2 
and Tx must be 0. We conclude from above that H1 = {0}, that is, T is of class C1 0 . 
Moreover, {T}'={T}" implies that m-n=\ (cf. [23], Theorem 1.5). 
C o r o l l a r y 3.10. Let T be a c.n.u. Cx. contraction with dT<°°. If T is cyclic, 
then {T}'={T}" but not conversely. 
P r o o f . The converse example is given in [10], pp. 3 2 1 — 3 2 2 . 
We remark that Corollaries 3 .8 and 3 .10 have been obtained before by SZ.-NAGY 
and FOIA§ [9], Theorem 1 and [6]. 
In the final part of this paper, we determine when a Cj. contraction satisfies the 
double commutant property. Since a c.n.u. contraction T with c / r <°° is comple-
tely injection-similar to an isometry with an absolutely continuous unitary part, to 
motivate we first consider for such isometries. The next lemma partially generalizes 
[12], Theorem 3.3. 
L e m m a 3.11. Let V=U@S be an isometry on H=H1(BH2, where U is a 
unitary operator and S is a unilateral shift. Assume that U is absolutely continuous. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) 
(2) V is not unitary, 
(3) {v}"={Hvy <piH~}. 
P r o o f . (1)<=>(2). Trivial. 
(1)=>(3). Let Tt{V}". Then T=T1®T2 where T^{U}" and T2e{S}". 
Since IST^O, there exists (p£H°° such that T2=(p(S). As before, there are (possibly 
infinitely many) operators Zi:H2-^H1 which intertwine S and U and such that 
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V ran Z—H^ (cf. [2], pp. 299—300). Hence <p{U)Zi=Zi(p{S)=ZlT2 for all /. 
' f0 Z-l 
On the other hand, since Yt= ' €{F}', we have TYt=y,T. A simple compu-
tation shows that TXZ=Z{T2. Thus T1Zi^(p(U)Zi for all i. We conclude that 
r 1 = ( p(C / ) and hence T=(p(V). 
(3)=>(1). If S=0, then V=U is a unitary operator. Hence {V}"={\¡/(V): 
ip£L°°), which is certainly not equal to {<p(V): (p£H°°}. 
Next we show that Cx. contractions share similar properties. We need the follow-
ing lemma. 
L e m m a 3.12. Let T be a contraction on H and let T ^ j ^ ^ J on H=HX®H2 
be the triangulation of type j ^ 1 * j. Then H1 is hyperinvariant for T. 
P r o o f . Note that H2={x£H: T*"x-»0} (cf. [8],p. 73). For {T}', we have 
T*"S*x=S*T*nx-~0 as « - o c for any x£H2. This shows that S*H2QH2. It 
follows that SH1 Q H1, whence H1 is hyperinvariant for T. 
T h e o r e m 3.13. Let T be a c.n.u. contraction with dT<Let m=dTt 
and n=dT. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) m^n; 
(2) T is not of class C n ; 
_ (3) {TY={<p{T):<pZH-}. 
P r o o f . (1)<=>(2). This follows from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that Cn contrac-
tions have equal defect indices. 
(1)=>(3). As in the proof of Theorem 3.9, if m ^ n then there exist finitely many 
operators Yi:H2—H1 which intertwine T2 and 7\ and such that V r a n 
Let W£{T}". By Lemma 3.12, ^ J on H^H^H^ Obviously, 
W2£ {T2}'. We check that actually W2e {T2}". Let R£ {T2}', and let Y and Z be the 
operators constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. It is easily seen that Z(I®R)Y£ 
6{r} ' . Hence Z(I®R)YW=WZ(I®R)Y. A simple computation shows that 
5(T2)RW2 = IV2d(T2)R=5(T2)W2R. Since 8(T2) is an injection, we have RW2= 
= W2R whence W2£ {T2}" as asserted. Thus there exists q>£H°° such that W2= 
=(p{T2) (cf. [13], Theorem 1). We have cp(T^)Yt=Yt(p(T2)—YtW2 for all i. On the 
other hand, since ^ { r } ' , we have WX-^X.W. It follows that 
= YiW2 whence W^—viTJYi for all i. We conclude that W1=<p(T1). Thus W 
is triangulated as J . But we also have J . Hence 
[0 (p{T2) J L0 <p[T2) J 
10» 
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W-q>(T)=Q je {T}", say. To complete the proof , it suffices to show that Q=0. 
To this end, let S : H 2 -^H 1 be the operator defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and 
l e t ^ = j p ( T l ) J ] . It is clear that Ai{T}'. Hence A(W-<p(T)) = (W-<p(T))A. 
A simple computation shows that <5 (7\)<2=0. Since <5 (7\) is an injection, we conclude 
that <2=0, completing the proof. 
(3)=>(2). If T is of class C n , then {T}" has been given in [19], Lemma 2. We 
will show that it is not the same as {cp{T): Note that T is quasi-similar to 
t h e o p e r a t o r U=U1@...@UP o n K~L\E^)®...®L2(EP), w h e r e 0^p^n,Ej = 
= {e": rank AT(e")^j} are Borel subsets of the unit circle satisfying E^E,^ ... 3 
and Uj denotes the operator of multiplication by e" on L2(Ej),j=l, 2, ... 
...,p (cf. [16], Theorem 2). Let <5=det 0T and Q be the algebraic adjoint of 0T. 
Since <5^0, there exists some £ > 0 such that F={eit£E1: |<5(e")|^£} has positive 
Lebesgue measure. Let GQF be such that G and F \ G both have positive Lebesgue 
measure. Let 
0 0 
V = P 
~ XG 
It is easily checked that V€{T}" (cf. [19], Lemma 2). If V=q>(T) for some 
then %c = (p on ATL\. In particular, xG=<p a.e. on Ex. This is certainly impossible. 
We conclude that {T}"*{<p(T): (p£H°°). 
C o r o l l a r y 3.14. Let T be a c.n.u. CV contraction with If T is 
cyclic, then {T}'={(p(T): <p£H°°}. 
P r o o f . This follows from Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 3.13. 
The preceding corollary has been obtained before in [11], Lemma 1. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.15. Let T be a c.n.u. C^ contraction with dT< Then the fol-
lowing statements are equivalent: 
(1) {T}"=Alg T; 
(2) either dT^drf or dT=dT* and 0r(e") is isometric for e" in a set of positive 
Lebesgue measure. 
P r o o f . The assertion follows from Theorem 3.13 and [18], Theorem 3.8. 
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